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CHRIS BALDWIN, CREATIVE DIRECTOR 
FOR GALWAY2020, IS WIDELY KNOWN 
FOR TEATRO DE CREACIÓN, AN 
APPROACH TO MAKING LARGE SCALE 
INTERDISCIPLINARY PERFORMANCE 
ABOUT PLACE, FOR THAT PLACE AND 
IN DEEP COLLABORATION WITH 
THE PEOPLE OF THAT PLACE. IN 
THIS ARTICLE HE DISCUSSES SOME 
OF HIS WORK BEFORE COMING TO 
IRELAND AND OFFERS US A GLIMPSE 
INTO HOW HIS APPROACH WILL 
BRING INTERESTING INSIGHTS 
TO GALWAY´S PREPARATIONS TO 
BECOME THE EUROPEAN CAPITAL  
OF CULTURE IN 2020.

Wandering from Galway’s Eyre Square into Shop Street the first thing 
the visitor encounters is a bronze statue of Oscar Wilde sitting on a 

bench next to his contemporary Estonian writer Eduard Wilde. This is 

a replica of a statue which resides outside an Irish pub in Tartu, Estonia 

and was given to Galway as a gift in 2004 by Estonia, marking their 

entry into the European Union in the same year. These two men never 

met and, as far as I know, they never corresponded. But if they had, 

what would they have discussed? 

There is a physical space between these two seated bronze figures 
which invites the passerby to sit down and imagine that conversation. 

If the visitor needs cultural orientation she or he can look down and 

read inscriptions engraved into the floor either side of the writers.  
Alongside Oscar’s statue are the words, “It is only by contact with the 

art of foreign nations that the art of a country gains that individual and 

separate life that we call nationality”. Eduard’s words add, “Art is, must 

be, universal – no national walls should be allowed to partition or divide 

us”. Both men’s words are engraved in English and Estonian. 

A statue of Oscar Wilde and Eduard Wilde in the middle of Galway 

is a cultural intervention embedded into a contemporary political 

initiative. It creates a conversation between two men about art, culture 

and nationhood which never happened. The real conversation is left 

to happen between us. Plenty of unexpected yet welcome room for 

interpretive ambiguity in a very public space and place. 

Where cultural interventions occur, whether through sculpture or 

theatre or music and dance, in combination with heritage, history or 

archaeology, there are always underlying human and social reasons 

for them occurring. And these reasons are usually associated with 

the human need to wriggle free in moments of freedom, or embrace 

in moments of anxiety, the binaries which define our contemporary 
identities. Our collaborative cultural practices, especially when 

combined with pedagogic and civic initiatives, need to be approached 

with this in mind. 

A couple of years ago I visited Poland, Israel, Ukraine, Germany 

and Czech Republic all within a few weeks. As curator for Photographer: Filip Basara
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Interdisciplinary Performance for Wroclaw (Poland), European Capital 

of Culture 2016, responsible for an international project called The 
Flow Quartet, we were trying to facilitate both a local and international 

conversation through culture. We were interested in creating a series 

of large scale connected projects about the nature of what had 

happened to the city and region over the course of the twentieth 

century and what this place wanted to create for its future. And it 

seemed both legitimate and exciting to extend this conversation to the 

diasporas living across the world. 

Let’s keep in mind that 

this city, celebrating the title 

European Capital of Culture 

in 2016, was in Poland. Yet in 

1945 it had been a German city 

with a different name, a different 
population, a different dominant 
language and a different official 
religion. The city had been called 

Breslau. After the cessation of 

official hostilities in June 1945 
the whole region experienced the biggest and most brutal “exchange 

of populations” - ethnic cleansing some would say. This was followed 

by decades of officially generated confusion and obfuscation by the 
communist authorities regarding what actually happened to millions 

of people of various nationalities, ethnicities and religious groups. 

Only in the 1990’s were people able to start reflecting freely upon their 
experience of the twentieth century. 

I had never been in a country with so many walls, gates and guns 

as I encountered on that trip to Israel mentioned above. I had known 

Northern Ireland with the walls which separated communities. I knew 

only too well the wall in Berlin and how it separated one half of a family 

from another, one half of Europe from another. I remembered waiting 

for hours to pass from France to Spain in the 1980s.  And I had 

recently had the opportunity to remember what life was like 30 years 

ago when I attempted to cross from Poland to Ukraine by car. 

Yet Israel also struck me for the huge amount of effervescent 
energy artists were dedicating to exploring what it meant to knock 

down walls. Walls between peoples, walls between genders, even 

between religions. The walls inside of ourselves. I witnessed and took 

part in painful, urgent conversations. They were everywhere; in the 

streets, in the theatres, in the schools. And this conversation was 

happening through dance. In a country in which war and violence 

dominated the lives of so many, 

dance seemed to be suggesting, 

in some inexplicable way, that the 

human spirit craved hope.

This memory returns to me 

regularly, perhaps because The Flow 
Quartet was so insanely ambitious, 

aiming to use cultural practices to 

create a not so small space in our 

imaginations and bodies for some 

kind of right to collective hope. It 

seemed that the dance I saw in 

Israel, and later incorporated into aspects of The Flow Quartet, this 

non-verbal art form so totally dedicated to human expressivity through 

the body, was playfully questioning the modern day phenomenon of 

reimagining and rebuilding new and real walls. 

At its essence culture is a utopian activity. Wherever we look in 

culture there are examples even in the most unexpected places. 

Shakespeare’s King Lear encourages us to ask “what if...”; we are 

pushed into imagining other outcomes to the events we witness 

because of the very nature of the horrors and tragedies presented to 

us in the fictional form. Even if we live in a world of fear and walls, of 
traitors and internecine strife, in terror of our neighbors, our instincts 

and imaginations crave the space to conjure up alternatives. Culture 

is the space to which we turn to quench our human need to inhabit 

communal utopian spaces – even when such spaces are ephemeral. 

“CULTURE IS THE SPACE TO WHICH 
WE TURN TO QUENCH OUR HUMAN 

NEED TO INHABIT COMMUNAL 
UTOPIAN SPACES – EVEN WHEN 
SUCH SPACES ARE EPHEMERAL. ”



In my work as a director and curator I aim to bring multiple artistic 

processes and people together. And this is done through storytelling. 

Such storytelling treads a line between forming chronological patterns 

and the incorporation of a multiplicity of competing narratives. It is 

always exciting to encourage audiences to take responsibility for their 

own journey through narrative choices. Somehow one hopes this 

enables us to rehearse and recognise the moments when choice faces 

us in our less utopian, more day to day, lives. The river Odra, which 

defines Wroclaw, is sometimes friend, sometimes aggressive intruder. 
Yet it is always the liquid-like backbone to this ever changing city. With 

its surrounding parks, streets, buildings and dozens of bridges the 

Odra became the central focus for a series of international events and 

performances which told the stories of 20th Century Breslau/Wroclaw 

and presented creative reflections on the themes of “diasporas, 
migrations, immigrations” and contemporary European identities. This 

storytelling was Wroclaw’s gift to Europe. The events were folded into 

the contours of the city and could only be told in this way because of 

the very nature of the city. The city, its citizens and diasporas became 

the principle performers in all events. The city’s very own notion of 

“community” and “the other” became the defining element regarding 
the made events and how they took place. Audiences in the tens 

of thousands (millions on TV and online) joined in as water joins the 

flowing current. 
Let us accept Oscar Wilde’s invitation to maintain contact with 

the art and culture of foreign nations a little longer.  As he tells us from 

Galway’s Shop Street it is this contact with foreign art which enables 

a country to gain that individual and separate life that we call nationality. 

There is a place in the far south east of La Rioja, in northern Spain, 

called Contrebia Leucade. In this dry mountainous desert, stripped of 

the forests which would have covered the landscape a thousand years 

ago is an archaeological site dating back to 1000 BC. It can be seen 

perched upon a sandy mountain; a walled Celtiberian settlement. In 

around 56AD it was attacked by Romans and eventually “romanised” 

- yet later the city was transformed again, and from the 7th century a 

new period of intense economic, urban and cultural activity continued 

for a further two hundred years or so during which a significant Visigoth 
and later Muslim presence occurred. Thus Contrebia Leucade, the 

city literally cut into the white rock of the mountain, can be seen by 

modern inhabitants of the region as a cultural and historical emblem 

for the Iberian Peninsula as a whole; a palimpsest marked by waves of 

immigration and a shifting, edgy need to continually reassess notions 

of identity. This theme led us to develop four years of cultural work in 

conjunction with local residents, archeologists, performance makers, 

pedagogues and economic development specialists. Yet, as in all 

these things there are always other ways of telling stories which reveal 

something about us too. 

Some 70 kilometres south of Contrebia Leucade is another 

important archaeological site. The city of Numancia, in the province 

of Soria, is famous for the way its Celtiberian population resisted 

Roman attack for many months until its inevitable collapse. From the 

19th Century onwards, and particularly through the fascist period of 

Franco, Numancia became a potent symbol of nationalistic resistance. 

Its ability to reinforce notions of Spanishness was used by the Franco 

regime to legitimise and justify their hold over the country for forty years 

in the light of the perceived threat from Communism. And every year 

costumed re-enactments of this famous siege still take place attracting 

tens of thousands of modern day spectators. Two archaeological sites, 

a nexus of interpretations; multiple interpretations of what it means to 

belong. In an equation between people, cultural memory and place 

there is usually an open-ended enquiry in motion regarding the nature 

of our identities. 

Moving down Galway’s Shop Street to the junction with Abbey 

Gate Street we face Lynch’s Castle, constructed by one of Galway’s 

powerful merchant families in the sixteenth century. And there’s a 

thought. If Oscar Wilde had taken Eduard Wilde for a walk down 

this street how would he have begun to describe the importance of 

the Galway’s fourteen Tribes? As that conversation probably never 

happened either we might need to imagine that ourselves. 



Arts Council Artist in the Community Scheme  
Second Round 2017

Create manages the Artist in the Community Scheme on behalf of  
the Arts Council

Research and Development Award 
Artist; Community; Context; Artform; Location

Eszter Nemethi; North Main St Traders Association; Community of 
Interest; Visual arts; Cork

Brian Fleming; St.Michael’s Estate Regeneration Team; Community 
Development; Music / Visual Arts; Dublin

Brigid Teehan; South Tipperary General Hospital; Arts in Health; Visual 
Arts; Tipperary

 
Research and Development Award with Mentoring
Artist; Community; Context; Artform; Location (Mentor)

Ruairí Donovan; Comharchumann Chléire; Community of Place; 
Dance; Cork (Ríonach Ní Néill)

Jessica Kelly; Mohill Heritage Railway Restoration Society; Community 
of Interest; Visual Arts; Leitrim (Michelle Horrigan)

Kate Harris; Ballyfermot / Chapelizod Access Group; Arts and 
Disability; Theatre; Dublin (Medb Lambert)

Celina Muldoon; Connect Mental Health; Arts in Health; Performance; 
Donegal (Amanda Coogan)

Project Realisation Award 
Community; Artist; Project title; Context; Artform; Location

Short Term:

Robert Emmet Community Development Project; Community 
Development; Deirdre Harte; After The Future; Visual arts; Dublin

Long Term:

Camphill Community Dingle; Zoë Uí Fhaoláin Green; My Life as a 
Dance; Arts and Disability; Dance; Kerry

National Family Support Network; Grace Dyas Theatre Club; 
Aftermath; Arts and Health; Theatre; Dublin

RADE (Recovery through Art,Drama + Education); Rodney Lee; 
Home; Arts and Health; Film; Dublin

Inland Waterways Association of Ireland (Lough Derg); George 
Higgs; MAMM; Community of Interest; Music; Tipperary

Identity: LGBT Support Group; Maeve Stone and Oonagh Murphy; 
Home; Community Development; Theatre; Dublin

Bere Island Projects Group; Ian Wilson; Singing the Parkrun; 
Community of Interest; Music; Cork

Rialto Youth Project; Fona Whelan; The Bubble (working title); 
Community Development; Theatre; Dublin

Panel:  
Carolann Courtney, Arts and Wellbeing 
Specialist

Pádraig Naughton, Director, Arts & Disability 
Ireland

Jen Coppinger, Independent Producer in 
Residence and SEEDS Manager, Rough 
Magic

Maeve Mulrennan, Head of Visual Arts,  
Galway Arts Centre
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WELCOME TO CREATE NEWS

This is the twenty-third edition of Create News. Create  
News is published twice yearly in May and November. It is 
sent free of charge, features a guest writer and offers the latest 
information on Create events and services. If you do not  
wish to receive further editions, please write or email us at 
info@create-ireland.ie. 

You will automatically receive copies unless you ask us  
to remove your details from the list. If you would like to  
receive a personal copy of Create News please email  
info@create-ireland.ie and include details of name,  
address and postcode.

Create@CurvedSt  
2 Curved Street,  
Dublin 2. 

www.create-ireland.ie

IN SHORT... WHAT WE’VE BEEN UP TO…

We’re delighted to have partnered with MA SPACE (Social Practice and the 
Creative Environment) Limerick School of Art and Design again this year to 
programme a series of Civil Society talks. We welcomed John Lonergan ex 
Governor of Mountjoy Prison, Neil Crowley Independent Equality Expert, 
Edel Geraghty LWN and Karen Till Geographer NUI Maynooth among others 
to speak to the students.

It was a pleasure to be on a discussion panel with Suzanne Lacy @ Bierfield 
Mill, Lancashire on the occasion of the launch of this two-year project with 
Super Slow Way in Lancashire. We also were honoured to be part of the 
wonderful Light Moves Festival in Limerick for a discussion looking at 
collaborative dance, community and place.

The team attended the third CAPP Staging Post in Osnabruck – Back 
to Babel, with artists Jacob and Manilla, Caique Tizzi, Yvonne Buchheim, 
Ruppe Koselleck and Francesca Grilli Lots of food for thought from a partner 
meeting with the CAPP network, as well as inspiring work by local artists. 

We also attended Living as Form, the European Academy of Participation 
conference in Amsterdam as well as the EAP partner meeting where 
more exciting modules in participatory arts practice were being planned for 
Bucharest, Amsterdam and Marseilles in 2018.

We welcomed artist, educator and writer Dr. Gregory Sholette to Dublin for 
a series of talks and events, which included Art, Ecology and Urban Space 
panel discussion with Common Ground in IMMA and an In Conversation 
event connected to the TransActions #2 Field and Academy: Knowledge 
and Counter Knowledge in Socially-Engaged Art broadsheet which was 
coproduced by Create, NCAD and FSAS.

Our national Networking Day in Galway, December 1st focuses on art, 
diversity and transformative practice with artists Selina Thompson, Rick 
Lowe and Seamus Nolan and ethnographer Eve Oligny among others 
in an interactive day with opportunities to reflect together on ideas of 
transformative practice that engages with diversity in all its meanings.

COMING UP… 
We are looking forward to the upcoming CAPP Staging Posts at Medialab, 
Madrid Jan 31st – 2nd Feb.

Also, Engaging Places, Collaborative Praxis in Art and Architecture 
involving six leading Irish artists and architects at Tate Exchange supported 
by Culture Ireland as part of GB18: Promoting Irish Arts in Britain. Check 
out the CAPP website for details.

And Art and Science duo Softday will be giving a workshop in acouscenic 
listening methodologies; dates and details will be available shortly on the 
Create website.


